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AlaineBecoming
One student’s journey 
to begin living as a woman. 
page 30
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Coming Up Roses
The third floor of the Archibald Granville Bush 
Science Center offers a stunning new view of 
the Annie Russell Theatre, the Knowles Memorial 
Chapel, and the Virginia S. Nelson Rose Garden  
(in its new location).
“There’s no oTher place 
like rollins.”
“I’llneverforgetthecollegethatchallenged
metogrow,notonlyasastudent,butas
aperson.I’mhonoredtosupportmyalma
mater’slegacy.” 
Tony Wilner ’82  
Rollins philanthropist  
For more than 25 years, Tony has provided 
faithful annual support for Rollins students. He’s a 
member of the College’s leadership and planned 
giving societies. No matter your stage in life, 
there’s a gift opportunity that’s right for you. 
Help Rollins graduates change the world. To learn 
more, visit rollins.edu/giving or call 407-646-2221.
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revolution
On March 27, the Rollins Dancers took home first place in the 
annual Lip Sync competition for the first time. 
Dance
Viewhighlightsonline.
http://360.rollins.edu/people/relive-lip-sync-2013
From the GREEN
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A convErSATIon
wITH THE PrESIdEnT
Lewis Duncan, Rollins’ 14th President
Who says athletics and academics don’t mix?
It’s said that good news doesn’t sell newspapers, and collegiate athletic programs often earn 
headlines for all the wrong reasons. We asked Rollins President Lewis Duncan for the good news 
about athletics and student-athletes at Rollins.
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Q: Who is the typical Rollins student-athlete?
a: The typical Rollins student-athlete is the typical Rollins student. Talk to four 
students at Rollins, and you’ll likely find at least one student-athlete. Tars team 
members comprise nearly 25 percent of the residential undergraduate student body 
(and more than one-third of international undergraduate students), with another 
4 percent of players coming from the Crummer Graduate School of Business and 
Hamilton Holt School programs. They are represented in almost every major.
Q: The Tars have certainly demonstrated their ability in 
competition: 22 national championships, 66 conference 
championships, and repeated top-25 placement for overall 
performance among more than 280 NCAA Division II 
institutions. Are they champions in the classroom as well?
a: Competition goes beyond the field—teams compete for the 
best GPA, and the average GPA of student-athletes has exceeded 
3.0 for the past 24 consecutive terms and 3.1 for the last seven. 
Three of the four 2013 A&S/CPS valedictorians were student-
athletes, including the first Rollins student to win an NCAA Elite 
89 Award. Rollins is a repeat winner of the Division II Presidents’ 
Award for Academic Excellence, posting four-year academic 
success rates of 95 percent and 94 percent for the past two years.
Q: What’s the magic formula?
a: The athletic department’s mission 
statement declares, “Students will be 
scholars first, athletes second.” Under 
the leadership of Pennie Parker, who 
was named an Under Armour Athletics 
Director of the Year in 2013, student success 
remains the program’s focus. The coaches’ 
commitment to their teams and to Rollins 
is legendary, and many of our alumni credit 
their successful lives to their coaches. The 
average current tenure of a head coach 
at Rollins is 15 years. Multiply that by 18 
head coaches, and you get a sense of the 
tradition, dedication, and loyalty that 
inspires Rollins sports.
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3 of the 4
2013 A&S/CPS valedictorians 
were student-athletes
“ Students will be 
scholaRs 
fiRst, 
athletes second.”
Tars team members comprise nearly 
25 percent of the residential 
undergraduate student body.
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ON cAMPUS
MArcH 14 
A stone for Barbara Drew Hoffstot ’42 was 
added to the Walk of Fame. Hoffstot was a 
pioneering preservationist whose work was 
cited as a foundation for the National Historic 
Preservation Act of 1966.
APrIl 18 
Students organized a 2.6-mile 
run on campus to raise money for 
Boston Marathon bombing victims.
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MAy 11 
Jennifer kissel ’13 
and Army Reserve 
soldier keith Casiano 
’13—who started 
dating while at 
Rollins—celebrated 
graduating from 
the hamilton holt 
school together.
From the GREEN
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photos by scott cook
APrIl 18 
Filmmaker and activist Oliver Stone spoke at 
Rollins as part of the Winter Park Institute. 
AUgUST 22
The rollins fox made a brief 
appearance during the convocation 
ceremony for the Class of 2017.
AUgUST 30
Students, faculty, and staff 
showed their rollins pride as 
part of College Colors Day. 
Class of 2017
SEPTEMbEr 12 
Rollins held a rededication 
ceremony for the newly 
redesigned and expanded 
Bush science center.
College 
Colors Day
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From the GREEN by Denise Bates enos
It’s a multifaceted tale, one that 
accentuates the Inn’s academic environs. 
Each piece in The Alfond Collection of 
Contemporary Art speaks to the value 
of a liberal arts education, says Barbara 
Alfond ’68, who with her husband, Ted 
’68, established the collection. The couple 
worked with independent Boston-based 
curator Abigail Ross Goodman to build 
the collection, which comprises more 
than 100 contemporary pieces, including 
paintings, photographs, sculptures, and 
alternative visual forms. “We firmly believe 
in the alignment of the visual arts with the 
learning experience,” Alfond says. “There are 
expressions that can be made visually, that 
can fill in the blanks when words fail us.”
And many of the pieces incorporate 
words in some way—a conscious choice to 
underscore the importance of language, 
communication, and global connections. 
Goodman points out one piece in 
particular: Language Must Speak for Itself, 
a large-scale neon work by American artist 
Joseph Kosuth that takes pride of place 
above the reception desk. 
Text-based art such as this piece 
emphasizes the connection between art 
and education. “Conceptual text works 
evoke both a visual and an intellectual 
response from the viewer, and dialogue is 
at the heart of the experience of education,” 
Goodman says. “That’s important 
historically as well as conceptually as a 
trigger for what art can do, how art can 
open both visual and aesthetic possibilities 
and also cerebral possibilities.”
Just as art and education are 
inextricably linked, the Alfonds and 
Rollins College have a permanent bond. 
“Ted and I met at Rollins, so it’s hard to 
separate Rollins from our own personal 
history,” she says. “We’ve always been 
devoted to it.” The Boston-based couple 
have remained involved with the College 
over the years, serving on the board and 
donating generously to the school. 
Undoubtedly, their most remarkable 
donation to date is The Alfond Collection, 
and it pays homage to their ongoing 
connection to and appreciation for Rollins. 
“This collection embodies some of the 
notions that influenced their intellectual 
involvement while they were at Rollins,” 
says Ena Heller, Bruce A. Beal director 
of the Cornell Fine Arts Museum. “They 
The art at The Alfond Inn at Rollins College speaks volumes.
Every hotel has art, often selected 
by a designer to complement a 
color scheme or fill an open space—
but the collection at The Alfond 
Inn is far more than a decorating 
accent. Thoughtfully collected 
and mindfully curated exclusively 
for the College, the art makes a 
statement and tells a story.
These Walls Do Talk
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AlfredoJaar
Angel, 2007
C-print mounted on 
Plexiglas, ed. 2 of 6
24.75 x 81 in.
The Alfond Collection of 
Contemporary Art at Rollins 
College, Cornell Fine Arts 
Museum 2013.34.033
© Alfredo Jaar. Courtesy 
Galerie Lelong, New york
rollins.edu  |  9
Located in the lobby, Silver Thames is one of a series of  
cast sculptures of global bodies of water that represent how 
society has infringed on these sources. “This was so compelling 
for us because this is the source of our language and our 
literature, but it’s in peril,” says Barbara Alfond ’68.
believe that Rollins made them who they are, and because of their 
love of art and love of learning, they wanted to create a collection 
that would be ours.”
In addition to Kosuth, among the 57 artists represented in the 
collection are Philip-Lorca diCorcia, Tracey Emin, Lalla Essaydi, 
Teresita Fernández, An-My Lê, Maya Lin, Jaume Plensa, Martha 
Rosler, Haim Steinbach, Lawrence Weiner, and Jack Whitten. Pieces 
will also be displayed at the Cornell, often in conjunction with 
other exhibits. “We will always keep artwork in the Inn, but will 
rotate pieces in a way that will create thematic exhibitions that will 
dialogue with collections at the museum,” Heller says.
With this collection, the Alfonds have created a profound 
connection between the Inn and the College, and between art and 
education. When asked how she hopes people will respond to the 
collection, Alfond responds, “We hope that people will believe that 
art is for everyone. And that it can inspire us, no matter what setting 
we find it in.”
JuanTravieso
Lonesome George, 2013
Oil and acrylic on canvas, 48 x 72 in.
The Alfond Collection of Contemporary Art at Rollins College 
Cornell Fine Arts Museum 2013.34.095
Courtesy of the artist
MayaLin
Silver Thames, 2012
Recycled silver, cast 1 of 3, ed. of 3 (2 APs), 19 x 78 x 0.5 in.
The Alfond Collection of Contemporary Art at Rollins College 
Cornell Fine Arts Museum 2013.34.088
© Maya Lin Studio. Courtesy Pace Gallery
MichaelRiedel
Untitled (Comb Vertical), 2013
Silkscreen on linen, 90.5 x 67 x 2.25 in.
The Alfond Collection of Contemporary Art 
at Rollins College, Cornell Fine Arts Museum 
2013.34.030
Courtesy David Zwirner, New york/London
Judging was based on a demonstrated 
understanding of the situation presented, 
creativity, feasibility of implementation, and 
logical qualitative and quantitative analyses.
The Rollins team was led by its 
advisor, Associate Professor Keith 
Whittingham, who teaches elective 
courses on and leads consulting projects 
in the areas of global sustainability and 
social entrepreneurship. Team members 
included Lamar Chesney ’11 ’13MBA, 
Taylor Dalton ’13MBA, Morgan Filteau 
’13MBA, and Scott Gould ’13MBA.
 “The team worked really hard, 
leveraging the skills learned in the MBA 
program and our growing expertise in 
the areas of social entrepreneurship and 
sustainability,” Whittingham says.
In the final round of the competition, 
Rollins competed against MBA students 
from two schools: Erasmus University, 
Rotterdam School of Management, 
Rotterdam, the Netherlands; and the 
University of Victoria, Gustavson School of 
Business, Victoria, Canada; both finishing as 
runners-up. The Rollins team convinced the 
jury with their “Grow Forward” framework, 
10  |  FALL 2013
From the GREEN
Rollins MBA students are 
finding solutions to making 
coffee farming a sustainable 
economic activity—and 
winning major international 
competitions.
A team of students from the Crummer 
Graduate School of Business won the 
highly competitive annual Nespresso MBA 
Challenge, which took place this summer  
in Lausanne, Switzerland.
Thirty-two teams from academic 
institutions in 20 countries participated in 
the competition. Each submitted a proposal 
in response to the challenge: “How can 
Nespresso ensure that coffee farming is a 
sustainable economic activity for small-
holder farmers in Colombia for the next 25 
years?” Before reaching Switzerland, the 
Rollins team’s proposal made it through 
two rounds of a professional jury comprised 
of external agricultural and sustainability 
experts, business strategists, academics, and 
Nespresso senior staff members.
a multitiered strategy to attract and retain 
the next generation of Colombians as coffee 
farmers by ensuring that coffee farming is a 
profitable and sustainable economic activity 
today and in the future.
“It has been such an enriching 
experience,” Chesney says. “We learned 
that it is never impossible to find solutions 
for big economic issues. By identifying the 
root causes and addressing them effectively, 
small solutions will solve big issues.”
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Lamar Chesney ’11 ’13MBA, Taylor Dalton ’13MBA, 
Morgan Filteau ’13MBA, and Scott Gould ’13MBA
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noTEd 
Director of Athletics pennie parker was 
named the Under Armour Division II Athletics 
Director of the Year.
George D. and Harriet W. Cornell Professor of 
Religion Yudit Greenberg and Associate 
Professor of Business and Social Entrepreneurship 
Tonia Warnecke ’99 were named co-directors 
of Rollins’ Center for India and South Asia. 
Because of the grant and sabbatical activities of 
Professors Greenberg and Warnecke, Assistant 
Professor of Anthropology Jonathan Walz led 
the Center during the fall semester.
crummer Graduate school of 
Business has partnered with Kadir Has 
University in Istanbul, Turkey to offer an 
accelerated, dual-country program. Students 
will spend 3½ years at Kadir Has and 1½ years 
at Rollins and will graduate with both a degree 
in engineering and an MBA.
Mamta accapadi was named vice president 
for student affairs. Formerly a dean of student 
life at Oregon State University, Accapadi holds 
a PhD in higher education administration 
from the University of Texas at Austin, with a 
concentration on Asian American identity and 
social justice education.
FUlbrIgHT SUccESS
Since receiving our first fulbright award in 1951, Rollins has 
produced a total of 49 student Fulbright award recipients  
(24 of whom have been named since 2006). This year, Rollins 
added eight more students to the list—and two professors.
Erin Buthman ’13 
Major:economics 
Minor:Spanish 
Country:Spain
alia El-assar ’12 
Major:Spanish and 
International Relations 
Country:Mexico
anne Fertig ’13 
Major: english
Conductingresearch
at: University of 
Glasgow, United 
kingdom 
Mike Gallace ’13 
Major:International 
Business 
Country:Vietnam
Mary Conway Dato-on
Title:Associate Professor of International Business 
and Social entrepreneurship
Conductingresearchat: IPADe Business  
School, Mexico
Tonia Warnecke ’99 
Title:Associate Professor of Business and  
Social entrepreneurship
Conductingresearchat: McGill University, Canada
FUlbrIgHT scholars
FUlbrIgHT FelloWs
lambrini kolios ’13 
Major: International 
Business 
Minor: Asian Studies 
Country:Taiwan 
Ryan lambert ’13 
Major:Philosophy 
Minor: German and 
Theater Arts 
Country: Germany
kelci Reyes-
Brannon ’13 
Major: International 
Relations 
Country: Brazil
Benjamin  
Varnum ’13 
Major:economics and 
Spanish 
Country: Malaysia
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No.1
was ranked
Rollins
Regional University
in the South
by  U.S. News & World Report.
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A Primer 
on the 
Universe
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Kenneth Pestka II, 
assistant professor 
of physics, recommends 
five books for novices 
and experts interested in 
better understanding 
the cosmos. 
Reading ROOM
the stardust revolution:  
The New Story of Our Origin  
in the Stars
JacOb berkOwiTz
The Stardust Revolution is a modern-day 
tale of the cosmic processes that have 
shaped humanity. It provides a historical 
tour of the scientists and discoveries 
that helped connect the individual 
atoms and molecules that pervade the 
cosmos to the biological structures that 
make up all life on Earth. As carl Sagan 
once said, “We’re made of star-stuff. 
We are a way for the cosmos to know 
itself.” Berkowitz explains how this star-
stuff—produced by a myriad of stellar 
processes and churned in the interstellar 
medium—has reshaped the cosmic 
broth of Big Bang nucleosynthesis and 
ultimately led to individuals who are able 
to contemplate the nature of the cosmos. 
the Lives of stars
keN crOSwell
Appropriate for young children and 
adults, The Lives of Stars is filled with 
stunning images accompanied by 
detailed explanations of every major 
stage in the stellar life cycle, from 
gaseous planetary nebulae, brown 
dwarfs, and white dwarfs, to stars, 
giants, supergiants, variable stars, 
supernovae, and black holes. The Lives 
of Stars clearly illustrates the origin 
of elements—derived from the Big 
Bang or forged in the cores of stars 
and stellar explosions—that ultimately 
led to planetary formation and life. 
croswell also beautifully presents one of 
astronomers’ most powerful descriptive 
tools: the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram, 
which places dozens of our famous 
stellar neighbors in relation to their 
intrinsic brightness and temperature. 
Breathtaking images and impressively 
clear and complete explanations make 
this short book a joy to peruse and a 
must-read for any astronomy enthusiast.
rollins.edu  |  13
einstein’s Dream:  
The Search for a Unified  
Theory of the Universe
barry Parker
this book helped trigger my decision to 
become a physicist. And even though 
it was written more than 25 years 
ago, Einstein’s Dream still provides 
an unparalleled nonmathematical 
introduction to modern physics, 
cosmology, and the search for a 
theory of everything. Using Einstein’s 
ever-present historical influence as 
a backdrop, Einstein’s Dream lucidly 
conveys the most complex principles 
of physics—from Einstein’s seminal 
development of special and general 
relativity to quantum field theory—in 
a straightforward yet deeply insightful 
way. Along the way, Parker describes 
the history of competing scientific 
explanations and major controversies. 
Star death, warped space-time, black 
holes, as well as the birth and ultimate 
fate of the universe are all presented 
with an eye toward unraveling the 
greatest of mysteries: the ultimate laws 
that define existence.
reinventing Gravity:  
a Physicist Goes beyond einstein
JOhN w. MOffaT
the predominantly accepted model for 
the evolution of the cosmos is based 
on Einstein’s gravitational theory with 
cold dark matter and dark energy. 
In Reinventing Gravity, Moffat, the 
developer of the theory of modified 
gravity, argues that perhaps the search 
for dark matter and dark energy is much 
like the once-popular search for the 
nonexistent planet Vulcan (a theorized 
planet inside of Mercury’s orbit—not 
the home of Star Trek’s ever-logical 
Mr. Spock): a pursuit, based on an 
outdated model of gravity, that was 
destined to fail. Moffat recounts the 
history of cosmology and introduces 
several alternate theories of gravitation 
leading ultimately to his modified 
gravity (MoG) theory. Some predictions 
of MoG include the elimination of 
space-time singularities, such as those 
currently predicted at the center of 
black holes and at the very beginning 
of our universe during the Big Bang. 
Reinventing Gravity serves interested 
enthusiasts and scientists alike, but 
the style always remains readable, 
providing an excellent explanation 
of the possibilities beyond standard 
cosmological models.
Death by Black hole:  
and Other cosmic Quandaries
Neil deGraSSe TySON
Death by Black Hole runs the gamut 
of all things astrophysical. Director of 
the Hayden Planetarium and one of 
the great modern-day ambassadors 
of science, tyson fills this book’s 
pages with dozens of humorous and 
insightful essays. the essays follow a 
logical sequence but operate equally 
well when picked at random, and they 
provide clear explanations of asteroids, 
comets, black holes, galaxies, gamma-
ray bursts, and supernova explosions, 
many of which, as tyson notes, have 
the potential to place our species in 
peril. More than just a guide to cosmic 
oblivion, the essays highlight scientific 
discovery and its impact on modern 
culture (as well as the many places 
where it is woefully lacking), all the  
while remaining irreverent, funny,  
and enlightening. 
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Skin 
saver
by Mary Seymour ’80  |  photo by Sharon KayAlumni PROFILE
John is president and partner of 3Gen, a 
manufacturer of state-of-the-art dermatological 
products. The company is hot, thanks to its 
DermLite line of small, handheld devices that allow 
dermatologists to detect skin cancer and other lesions 
by sight. Their biggest seller right now is the DL3, 
a multifeature dermatoscope small enough to snap 
onto an iPhone.
DermLite’s success stems from sobering statistics: 
Skin cancer is the most common form of cancer in 
the United States. More than 2 million Americans are 
diagnosed annually, and one in five will develop skin 
cancer in the course of a lifetime.
“I’m incredibly proud to have built a company 
that’s changed how dermatologists practice medicine 
and saved many lives by detecting melanoma while 
it’s in treatable form,” John says.
For John, the road to success was paved with hard 
work. In fact, when asked to describe himself in five 
words, he chooses only one: hardworking.
John majored in biology at Rollins, where he 
met his wife, Lauri McIntosh ’82, then headed to 
New York City to work as a pharmaceutical rep. At 
night, he attended Pace University to get his MBA, 
with the end goal of running his own medical 
product business.
After a decade of selling electrosurgical 
instruments, John bought Geiger Medical 
Technologies in 1995. He and Lauri moved the 
company from New York to California and immersed 
themselves in the world of thermal cautery.
While working at a dermatology show in 1996, he 
met Nizar Mullani, a professor from The University 
of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center. Nizar signed 
on to help John design a circuit board for a new 
cautery device. An art student named Thorsten 
Trotzenberg agreed to design the packaging.
“While the three of us were working on the 
cautery project, Nizar showed us a device he’d been 
working on for many years,” John recalls. “He’d 
obtained some [National Institutes of Health] 
grants to develop a unique device for looking at skin 
lesions. We formed a new company to develop this 
technology in 1999.”
And so 3Gen was born. When the company 
introduced its first DermLite product at an 
American Academy of Dermatology meeting in 
2001, John and his partners left with enough orders 
to make the company profitable. “We’ve never 
looked back,” says John. 
The Today show has featured DermLite’s 
products, and Martha Stewart used a DL3 to check 
out her moles on air. In fact, this type of consumer 
body check is the wave of the future, as evidenced 
by DermLite products popping up on Amazon. 
“More and more patients will be imaging their 
John Bottjer ’81 has a way of getting 
under people’s skin. He’s not a pest, mind 
you. His propensity to focus on the dermal 
region is purely professional.
rollins.edu  |  15
John
Bottjer 
’81  
suspicious lesions and emailing them to physicians 
for analysis,” John says. “Currently this is limited to 
high-risk patients, but the trend is moving toward 
the general population.”
John and Lauri remain a tight business team, 
though she reduced her involvement in 3Gen after 
their daughter Kendall was born in 2000. Lauri, who 
earned her law degree after moving to California, 
helps 3Gen with all legal matters and serves as a 
sounding board for future strategy.
As president of 3Gen, John travels the world 
(more than half of DermLite’s business is outside the 
U.S.), making frequent presentations at dermatology 
shows. He treasures the time when he can relax at 
home—at least as much as a hardworking guy can 
relax. On weekends, he walks his dog on the beach, 
passing sun-worshipping tourists who may be in a 
dermatologist’s office someday. Odds are the doctor 
will be examining their skin with a DermLite device, 
and John’s work may just save their lives.

THE NEWLY
RENOVATED
PUTS THE
SCIENCES ON DISPLAY
BY Laura J. CoLe ’04 ’08MLS  |  PhotoS BY SCott Cook 
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The Archibald Granville Bush Science Center (BSC) may have been built as a bomb shelter, but it 
has finally seen the light. Natural light, that is, and lots of it. The building went from having only 24 
windows to having 134—plus an additional 203 glass panels inside the building. And all that glass 
is for more than just aesthetics. It’s to showcase the sciences. It’s to break down the walls between 
disciplines. And, as President Lewis Duncan says, it’s to “change the perception of science as 
something that’s done in the basement to something that enhances society.” 
18  |  FALL 2013
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ABOUT THE NEW BUSH 
SCIENCE CENTER
RANDOM
THINGS
WE LOVE
2
the Plants Are Local 
outside the building, Rollins facilities department has planted more than 15,000 new plants and 137 new trees. 
they’re all native Florida species, except for one: crape myrtles.
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stargazing on the roof 
the 1,500-square-foot astronomy pads on 
the second floor roof are designed solely for 
exploring the cosmos. the telescopes hook up 
to computers located in the basement, where 
students and faculty like astrophysicist chris 
Fuse can acquire detailed images of the galaxy. 
1
4
5
smoothies
the new café—
located on the first 
floor—offers fresh 
fruit smoothies. We’re 
digging names like 
tar Blue (banana, 
blueberry, raspberry, 
and blackberry), the 
Foxberry (blueberry, 
strawberry, and 
raspberry), and 
Mercedes Benz 
(pineapple, mango, 
blackberry, and 
blueberry). they’re the 
perfect in-between 
class pick-me-ups.
red Chairs
Each of the red and 
gray chairs in the 
atrium is made from 
100 percent recycled 
plastic bottles. 
Emeco, the chair’s 
manufacturer, worked 
with coca-cola to 
convert recycled PEt 
plastic into tough, 
scratch-resistant chairs 
intended for heavy-
duty use.
the views
the views of campus from 
BSc are stunning. From 
the atrium, you can watch 
the sunrise over the Annie 
and the chapel. And from 
student lounges on the 
second and third floors, 
students can study while 
keeping an eye on the 
activities happening on 
the Green.
6
Collaborative Atmosphere
In the old building, each discipline was relegated to its 
assigned floor. Physics, first floor. Biology, second floor. 
computer science, third floor. not anymore. A physicist 
can now be found sharing an office suite with a biologist. 
A chemist with a mathematician. It’s all part of the 
design to make the sciences more collaborative and to 
encourage creative connections.
3
To view a video from 
the bush Science 
center rededication 
ceremony, visit
rollins.edu/magazine.   
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Whiteboards
Want to have a spontaneous 
brainstorming session or work 
out an equation? BSc has 
you covered. classrooms and 
student spaces throughout the 
building feature floor-to-ceiling 
whiteboards. 
student spaces
the old joke about science majors never leaving the 
building? now they may not want to. the building 
has a slew of spaces just for students. From smaller 
spaces outfitted with flatscreen tVs to larger 
communal lounge areas, BSc is designed to make 
students feel at home.
Confocal microscope
A microscope is a microscope is a microscope, 
right? not when you put a confocal microscope on 
the campus of a liberal arts college. Sure, we have 
biologists using it to examine cells. But there’s also a 
physicist looking at the thermodynamics of proteins, 
an archaeologist determining a ceramic’s origin, a 
sculptor exploring cancer cells as an inspiration for 
his work, and a photographer using high resolution 
data samples as a way to explore composition.
7
8
9
10
Cypress trees
cypress trees do more 
than just bring part of 
Florida’s natural beauty 
to campus; they help with 
stormwater treatment. 
“We collect water, and we 
have to store it and allow 
it to percolate through the 
sandy soils and recharge 
the aquifer,” says Scott 
Bitikofer, director of 
facilities management. 
“they’re both drought 
tolerant and standing-
water tolerant, so for a 
retention pond where the 
water level is going to 
fluctuate, cypress trees 
are amazing.”
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The cornerstone protects memorabilia from the building’s original dedication in 1969, including photographs of 
Archibald Granville Bush and a flake of gold leaf paint from Apollo 8. Launched from Florida on December 21, 1968, 
Apollo 8 was the first manned spacecraft to leave Earth’s orbit, reach the moon, orbit it, and return safely to  
Earth. | Wernher von Braun, whose Saturn V rocket made the Apollo missions possible, was in attendance at the 
dedication and spoke as part of the 42nd annual Animated Magazine held two days later. “Two months ago, three 
astronauts rode the thrust of a Saturn V rocket from the coastline of Florida to begin the Apollo 8 mission that took 
them into lunar orbit and safely back to earth,” he said. “And before the end of 1969 American astronauts will set 
foot on the moon, achieving the national goal that was set forth by President John F. Kennedy in a message to the 
Congress on May 25, 1961.” | Read his entire speech, titled “Space Voyagers,” at rollins.edu/magazine.
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Soon after Lucas Boyce ’12MBA graduated from high school, his adoptive 
mother, Dorothy—the woman who’d raised him (along with five adopted 
siblings and about 35 foster siblings)—asked him two simple questions: 
What do you want to do? How will you get there? 
Lucas knew the answer to the first. He wanted to work at the 
White House, fly on Air Force One, and work for the Chicago Bulls. 
None of those was likely. Lucas’ birth mom was an 18-year-
old drug addict and prostitute living in Independence, Missouri. 
African American kids born of such circumstances aren’t 
expected to succeed. But Dorothy Boyce wasn’t about to let those 
circumstances dictate Lucas’ destiny, and she’d instilled that notion 
in him since he was small. Within a decade, he’d achieved all three 
goals—mostly. He worked in the White House. He flew on Air 
Force One. He didn’t end up working for the Bulls—but since 2008, 
he’s been employed by the Orlando Magic.  
He elaborated on this in his memoir, Living Proof: From Foster Care 
to the White House and the NBA, published in 2011: “We’ve got to buy 
into what matters most; where we are going and the opportunity each 
of us have [sic] to shape our own destiny. Each of us were [sic] built 
for something more and I’m living proof of that fact.”
While attending the University of Central Missouri, Lucas 
was one of about 100 students nationwide to earn a White House 
internship—a résumé-building prize if ever there was one. He 
started a few months after 9/11, when the Bush White House 
was on war footing. But the president had other priorities too. In 
March 2002, the White House hosted an event on the South Lawn 
to promote USA Freedom Corps, a group designed to encourage 
community service. The photo op required volunteers, so White 
House staffers turned to their interns. Lucas was asked to trade his 
suit and tie for a T-shirt. 
He had no way of knowing that this would be a life-changing 
experience. The photo op was with President George W. Bush. The 
two struck up a conversation—about life, about golf, about the 
swingset the president’s daughters played on during his father’s 
tenure in the White House—and something about Lucas stuck 
with the president. The next day, he called Lucas’ boss to inquire 
about him. 
“That’s how I got my start,” Lucas says. When his internship 
ended, he returned to Missouri determined to finish his bachelor’s 
degree as quickly as possible and return to D.C. Lucas graduated 
on July 11, 2003, and was back in the White House a few days later, 
where he went to work on the president’s re-election campaign. 
After the election, he worked for the president’s inaugural 
committee, and from there transitioned to the vice president’s 
office. Later, he spent two years in the White House Office of Public 
Liaison and Intergovernmental Affairs, tasked with both African 
American and professional sports outreach. It was in that capacity 
that yet another door opened for him. 
At a White House event in September 2007, Lucas mentioned 
to a former basketball executive that he’d always wanted to 
work for an NBA team. That conversation led to Lucas leading 
a personal White House tour for, and eventually sending his 
résumé to, Joel Glass, the Orlando Magic’s vice president of 
communications. Eight months later, he was offered a job as 
director of community relations, multicultural insights, and 
government affairs, where he builds the team’s relationships with 
corporate partners and minorities in the community.
“Service in D.C., it’s really special,” Lucas says. “But I wanted 
to grow—to continue to get the education and experience that 
allows you to grow so you can go back as a press secretary or 
congressman or senator.”
Lucas’ decision to enroll in the Crummer Graduate School of 
Business was similarly future-minded. “The hope was [an MBA] 
would allow me to make the next step—to gain knowledge about 
business and servant leadership,” he says. 
There, too, he excelled. In fact, Cornell Professor of Management 
Ronald Piccolo ’99MBA says Lucas’ analysis of the Magic’s strategies 
and culture was the gold standard for that assignment. “If anything 
[in his background] would have helped him,” Piccolo says, “it might 
have been his time in the political arena. Him having that exposure 
and experience in terms of negotiation and politics and persuasion 
and understanding policy—that was evident.”
Today, Lucas concedes, while he’s an “influencer” in the 
community, he’s not content to stay where he is forever. He wants to 
be an “influencer of influencers,” he says. Given his history, there is 
no reason to think he won’t get there. 
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Lessons abound when a professor becomes a student of sorority life.
Like many women at Rollins, I joined a sorority during my first year. 
In most ways, my experience in the Greek system has been typical: 
I have a “big,” I participate in service projects and chapter events, 
and I attend all the crush parties and formals. The only difference 
between me and the rest of the members of my pledge class is that 
when I joined Alpha Omicron Pi (AOII) in the spring of 2011, I wasn’t 
an 18-year-old freshman but a 30-something college professor.
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hose aren’t the only reasons 
why I am the last person you 
would expect to find hanging out 
at a sorority house—I am also a 
soccer mom who embodies all of 
my genre’s stereotypes: My purse 
is littered with candy wrappers 
and arcade tokens; I know the 
location of every McDonald’s 
PlayPlace in the greater Orlando 
area; and, on school nights, I 
am in bed by nine. As one of my former students wryly put it, my 
personal life is where fun goes to die.
While the unlikelihood of my sorority membership makes for 
a good chuckle, the irony of it is precisely why it works. When I 
roll into the sorority house in my snazziest pair of mom jeans, no 
one accuses me of trying to be 19 again. And when I ask what’s up 
with the monogrammed pins, finger snapping, recruitment skits, 
and excessive use of glitter, everyone knows that I’m not pretending 
to be stupid—I really am that clueless. I did my undergraduate 
work at a university without a Greek system. The upside is that my 
ignorance of fraternity and sorority culture renders me completely 
nonthreatening. While I run the show in my classroom, I am clearly 
the student in the sorority house. Needless to say, this role reversal 
has given rise to circumstances that bear all the trappings of a 
television sitcom.
Of course, I didn’t come to Rollins desiring to hone in on 
my students’ extracurricular activities. My interest in sororities 
stemmed from an unexpected surge in one of the most primal of 
human emotions: jealousy. As a new assistant professor, the first 
thing I noticed about Rollins students was how much of their 
personal property was embossed with Greek letters. Fraternities 
and sororities are a big deal on campus, but I wondered what 
exactly about it is so appealing that it attracts a whopping 35 
percent of the student body at Rollins—especially when 10 
percent is the national average.
As a teacher of medieval British literature (a subject that doesn’t 
exactly sell itself to the masses), I couldn’t help but fantasize about 
a world in which 35 percent of the Rollins student body clamored 
to study Beowulf and Chaucer. After one particularly rocky class 
during which half of my students basically confessed that they 
would rather guzzle rat poison than read another poem written in 
Middle English, the horrible truth dawned on me: The problem 
wasn’t with my students; it was with me. I couldn’t expect my 
students to care about something that was important to me if I 
didn’t show any interest in what mattered to them.
That’s when I decided to become fraternity and sorority life’s 
biggest faculty fan. 
Unfortunately, I am pretty sure that is also how I introduced 
myself to the sorority member who I encountered in the basement 
of Olin Library one evening. The woman—who was using a laptop 
with an AOII sticker plastered across the front—did not see me 
coming until it was too late. Monica would tell me later that she 
found it slightly weird when I slid into the chair across the table 
from her and began asking her the same set of questions that one 
would pose to a spaceship full of aliens: Where did you come from? 
How many of you are there? What do you want? 
Fortunately, Monica was able to overlook my lack of social 
grace. The two-hour conversation that followed culminated 
with an invitation to attend one of her sorority’s upcoming 
chapter meetings. My attendance at that meeting—and several 
other chapter events in subsequent weeks—led to an invitation 
that took me by surprise. The Rollins chapter of AOII had 
solicited and received formal approval from their national 
headquarters to initiate me as an alumna member of their 
organization. Usually, these kinds of membership requests are 
processed by a local alumni chapter of the sorority, but since 
I was affiliated with Rollins and knew so many of its active 
collegiate members, I had been given special permission to join 
the chapter’s current pledge class. 
“Are you in?” she asked. 
Once I stopped laughing, I realized that she was serious. As I 
weighed the choice before me, I found myself hovering between 
thinking “Why in the world would I do this?” and “Why not?” 
Ultimately, I was swayed to acceptance by a combination of 
burning curiosity and the faint hope that some of Rollins’ 
undergraduate population would be inspired to step out of their 
academic comfort zones if they saw me orbiting so far outside of 
my own social universe.
“Despite what you think, joining a sorority is not all fun and games,” 
Monica warned. I didn’t know what she was talking about until the 
next morning, when she dropped a 3-inch binder on my desk. 
“What’s this?” I asked, casually flipping through the pages. 
Monica explained that before any woman is eligible to join a 
sorority, she has to learn about the organization’s history, values, 
and traditions. What she had given me was a study guide that 
would help me prepare for a sorority entrance exam. 
At the mention of the word “exam,” I grimaced. One of the 
things I have learned since becoming a professor is that I like 
administering exams significantly more than I like taking them. 
Monica, as it turned out, was not interested in my personal 
preferences or my excuses. 
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“But I didn’t have time to study! I had a gazillion midterms to 
grade,” I whined after failing the pretest a few weeks later. 
Monica rolled her eyes and slid the study guide across the table. 
“I can’t help you if you don’t help yourself,” she said smugly. The 
pithy saying struck me as vaguely familiar. Later that evening, I 
remembered it was something that I say all the time to students who 
don’t put enough time and attention into my course assignments.
It’s slightly awkward, being schooled by a student. 
Sadly, it wasn’t the last time I dropped the ball. I was so worried 
about passing the exam (which I did, eventually) that I completely 
forgot that I needed a solid white dress for the initiation ceremony. 
What I pulled together (I’ll spare you the details, but in my 
defense, what mother of small children owns anything white?) 
is probably why Monica insisted on previewing my dress for the 
spring formal. 
It is also why, after bringing my husband as my date/co-
chaperone, women started finding their way to my office when 
they needed to be reminded of the kind of romantic relationships 
they deserve. The college years are a wonderful, magical time 
when things begin to gel; but as we all know, before one’s life 
comes together, it usually falls apart. Having cultivated a trusting 
relationship with so many sorority women outside the classroom 
means that I can often help them muster the confidence necessary 
to ward off disaster before it strikes. These many inspiring—and 
sometimes heartbreaking—mentoring experiences have changed 
fundamentally the way I see my role as a teacher and serve as  
a poignant reminder that the most important work any of us  
will perform in our careers is often that which lies outside of our  
job descriptions.
An additional benefit of attracting so many people to my office 
is that they can’t help but see the inherent coolness of my collection 
of medieval artifacts. I’m thrilled to report that conversations 
about rat poison are on the decline. 
One of the unexpected but happy gifts of joining a sorority is 
that it has provided me with a more nuanced perspective of my 
field. After going through the sorority initiation process, I now 
have a relevant vocabulary to assign to the relationship between 
Portia and Nerissa in The Merchant of Venice. Similarly, watching 
half a dozen women ditch their dates in order to spend their 
senior formal comforting a distraught sister in a hotel bathroom 
goes a long way in explaining why many medieval nunneries had 
extensive waiting lists. 
I graduated from college at 19, was married at 20, and spawned 
half a basketball team before graduating from young adulthood. As 
a result, I will probably always be slightly traumatized by some of 
the things that fall under the rubric of the typical college experience. 
However, what has surprised me the most about the sorority 
experience is the strength of the bond between its sisters, a bond 
from which I naively assumed I would be excluded because of my 
age, my profession, and my personal history. 
week or so after I 
passed the dreaded 
sorority test, I arrived 
on campus to find 
a mysterious basket 
outside my office door. 
Unsure if it was meant 
for me, I didn’t touch it 
for half a day. 
When my curiosity 
became unmanageable, I brought the basket inside my office 
and lined up its contents on top of my desk. It was obviously a 
themed basket, but based on its contents—some 20,000 calories 
worth of edible goodies—it was hard to tell if the giver really 
liked me or wanted me dead. The answer came in the form of a 
sorority sister, who popped her head around my door. “It’s from 
your big,” she explained. 
In sorority culture, family trees are formed by generations of 
veteran sorority members (“big sisters” or “bigs”) and new members 
(“little sisters” or “littles”). The role of bigs is to serve as stewards 
over new members and help shepherd them through the highs and 
lows of the collegiate experience. In their ideal form, a big is her 
little’s leader, mentor, teacher, counselor, ally, and most fierce and 
loyal advocate. 
As I reflect upon my sorority family, my thoughts turn to my 
own daughter, who, at the age of 10, is bound up in that nasty strain 
of prepubescent drama in which one can never be pretty, smart, 
or cool enough. As I watch her struggle, I have thought more than 
once that what she needs is a sorority and, particularly, a big who 
will see her differences as strengths, not liabilities. Every woman, 
regardless of her age or position in life, needs a friend like that—one 
who will lift you as she climbs, one who will read you the riot act for 
not studying for the sorority entrance exam but then spend hours 
afterward tutoring you in the campus center. 
Monica has done something more important than showing me 
the ropes of AOII; she has offered me her unconditional acceptance 
and support. There are not many people who would claim a middle-
aged mom/college professor as her little, but Monica shows me 
off like a trophy. These kinds of acts of love lie at the heart of the 
sorority experience at Rollins. 
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DeTaiL-orienTeD
If you want a glimpse into the 
world of real-life forensic science, 
don’t bother watching CSI. At 
least, that’s the advice of Brenda 
Barron Christy ’98, principal 
forensic scientist for the Virginia 
Department of Forensic Science 
(DFS). The world of a real forensic 
scientist isn’t quite so glamorous.
But That’s not to say it’s boring; far from it. While it might take 
hours for Brenda to conduct tests on a crime scene sample—unlike 
the five minutes it takes her television counterparts—the results 
she produces are no less dramatic. They solve cases, implicate the 
correct perpetrator(s), and produce justice. (Cue theme music.) 
All joking aside, Brenda has spent the last 13 years at the DFS 
in Norfolk peeling back the layers of evidence. “I work in the trace 
evidence section, where I examine fire debris, paints, plastics, 
lamp filaments, fracture matches, and [conduct] general chemical 
exams such as bank dyes, acids, bases, and anything else chemistry 
related,” she says.
The path to forensic science became clear to Brenda while 
she attended Rollins as a chemistry major. In addition to an 
internship at the Orange County Sheriff ’s Office crime lab, 
Brenda also interned with the FBI in Washington, D.C., where 
she performed research in the latent fingerprint lab. “I went to 
Rollins because I thought I would want to go to medical school, 
but I quickly discovered that I didn’t enjoy biology but loved 
chemistry,” Brenda says. 
It’s also kismet that she grew up next door to Jim McNamara 
’81MSCJ, who at the time was director of the Florida Department of 
Law Enforcement’s Orlando crime lab. “He helped me with my high 
school science fair project on forensic differences between identical 
twins. I’m sure he didn’t know he was helping me choose my career 
path at the same time.”
Later, Brenda got her forensic science master’s degree at 
Virginia Commonwealth University, where she spent nights in the 
Richmond crime lab studying with forensic scientists. In 1999, she 
started working at the Virginia DFS and now does trace evidence 
testing for approximately 150 criminal cases each year. Those tests 
yield reports that may result in her court testimony but may also 
result in a guilty plea without the need for a trial. Scientific evidence 
can be pretty irrefutable. 
Brenda will tell you that there’s a lot of satisfaction in this line 
of work, including the fact that her science-based conclusions 
often help law enforcement narrow an investigation. “There was a 
pedestrian hit-and-run case a few years ago … and the police had 
no leads whatsoever,” Brenda says. “So they brought the victim’s 
clothing to me and I recovered automotive paint and was able to 
by Kristen Manieri   |  photo by Chris BollingAlumni PROFILE
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tell them exactly what make, model, and color of car to look for. 
They found it 40 minutes later. That was very memorable for me, 
and it really reinforced that what I do actually helps solve cases.” 
Conversely, she says, her work has vindicated people of crimes. 
Here’s another way that Brenda’s job differs from CSI: She 
doesn’t visit crime scenes; her work is done exclusively inside her 
lab and at her computer. “I work regular office hours, I’m not on 
call, I never sit down with a suspect, and I rarely go to the morgue.” 
If she can avoid it, she doesn’t like to see gruesome crime scene 
photos. “[Forensic scientists] don’t know a lot about the crime that’s 
occurred, just what we need to know in order to do the examination 
appropriately,” Brenda says. 
Brenda Barron 
Christy 
’98
“The science is unbiased, which means we need to know very little 
about the crime and law enforcement’s perspective of it to do our work. 
I don’t need to know what bank the suspect robbed, his name, or how 
much money he took. I just need to know to look for bank dye on his 
shoes,” she says. “Scientists by nature are unbiased people. You follow 
the facts, and if you can’t prove that it’s there, you can’t make up the 
evidence. You can only prove based on what you have.”
To learn more about the work of a forensic scientist, check out the 
video of brenda on candid career. 
rollins.edu/magazine
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Last august, in a hostel in Switzerland, Marc 
became Alaine. 
It was, in one sense, a spontaneous decision, but 
not one made in haste. By that point, Marc Alain 
Jolicoeur ’14 had been wrestling with it for a year. 
He’d been living as a gay man for almost a decade, 
since middle school in Miami. And like lots of 
gay teenagers, he’d caught hell for it, both in high 
school and at the aeronautical college he attended 
for a year before transferring to Rollins. But he’d 
persevered, and had made a home and friends at 
Rollins—friends who were accepting of who he was, 
more so than even his own family. 
But something was off. 
Jolicoeur had spent the previous summer 
interning in Washington, D.C., for the National 
Gay & Lesbian Chamber of Commerce. There, for 
the first time, he found himself in a place where 
his sexual orientation was more than tolerated; it 
was embraced and encouraged. But still, the pieces 
weren’t falling into place.
Jolicoeur recalls walking to the Lincoln 
Memorial early one morning when no one was 
there. He looked up at the massive, white marble 
statue and wondered aloud, “Why can’t I find 
myself?” His echo was the only response.
Toward the end of that summer, Marc came to 
a realization that would forever change his life: He 
wasn’t supposed to be a gay man. He wasn’t supposed 
to be a man at all. Marc had long felt out of place in 
his own skin—his hormones and genitalia didn’t 
match the person he was inside. It was only there in 
Washington, surrounded by activists and allies, that 
Marc was finally able to pinpoint who he was. 
“I realized that I’m not gay. My gender is wrong,” 
Jolicoeur says. “I knew that I was transgender. But I 
couldn’t find a word for it.” 
It was a defining moment in Jolicoeur’s life, 
but it was just the beginning. He spent the next 
eight months trying to figure out what it meant. 
He read the bestseller She’s Not There, which 
chronicles author Jennifer Finney Boylan’s 
AlaineBecoming
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transition from man to woman, and scoured the Internet, 
especially the popular blog Planet Transgender. In October 2011, 
Jolicoeur announced at a campus forum that he was transgender. 
In the summer of 2012, he interned at a local department store, 
where, on account of his pullover sweaters and pulled-back hair, 
customers would call him “miss,” and he delighted in their error. 
But that final hurdle—actually changing his name, actually living 
as a woman—seemed insurmountable at the time.
“Nothing was final until I left for Switzerland,” Jolicoeur says. 
He went there as part of a study-abroad program last fall. Before 
Switzerland, he stopped in Madrid, where one day he went to use 
a restroom, only to be told he was in the wrong one. The women’s 
bathroom was down the hall. Marc wasn’t wearing women’s 
clothing—just a cardigan, jeans, and a tank top. But he looked, as 
he puts it, “gender ambiguous.” Similar misunderstandings had 
happened before. 
Nonetheless, it triggered a deep depression—an internal, 
psychological crisis. And then, on August 22, Marc arrived at that 
hostel in Switzerland. A concierge was there handing out keys to the 
rooms, which were segregated into boys and girls. Marc got a key to 
a boys’ room, but then the concierge looked at him again. Marc was 
tired and disheveled, and had spent much of the summer depressed, 
ever since that bathroom incident in Spain. His hair was swept in 
front of his eyes.  
“I’m sorry, miss,” the man said. “I’ve given you the wrong key.” 
He handed Marc a key to a girls’ room. 
Marc froze, but just for a second. He took the key, said thank 
you, and became Alaine.  
And when Alaine came back to college this January, she did so as 
the College of Arts & Sciences’ first openly transgender student. 
efore we go further, a quick word about the nomenclature 
of gender identity is in order. The term “transgender” is 
something of an umbrella, encompassing groups of individuals 
who often don’t adhere to binary gender norms. Included are 
transsexuals—those, like Alaine Jolicoeur, who identify with the 
gender opposite that of their birth, whether they’ve gone through sex 
reassignment surgery or not.
Here’s the other thing: The term “transgender” is commonly 
lumped in with the designations lesbian, gay, and bisexual—as in 
the acronym LGBT—but unlike those categories, it has nothing 
to do with sexual orientation. Trans people can be gay, straight, 
bisexual, or asexual. Rather, “trans” describes gender identity, 
which is not about sexuality at all, but about one’s internal sense  
of being a man or a woman. 
For all the progress gays and lesbians have made in recent 
decades, transgender people often remain outsiders among 
outsiders, experiencing extreme discrimination. In 33 states, 
including Florida, transgender people can be legally fired for no 
reason other than their gender identity. (In 29 states, also including 
Florida, the same goes for gays and lesbians.) In 2007, when 
the U.S. House of Representatives first passed the Employment 
Non-Discrimination Act, House Democrats stripped the bill of 
protections for transgender people before bringing it to a vote. (The 
bill passed the House but failed in the Senate.) 
The statistics for transgender people are daunting: 90 percent 
report experiencing harassment or mistreatment on the job, and 
nearly 20 percent have been or are currently homeless. 
 “In the back of my mind there was fear,” Jolicoeur says of 
her decision to live as a woman. We were talking the day the U.S. 
Supreme Court struck down a key part of the Defense of Marriage 
Act, in essence granting married gays and lesbians the same federal 
rights as married opposite-sex couples. She was thrilled with the 
ruling, but also aware that even as the LGB cause advances, the T’s 
remain among the most marginalized groups in society. 
he defining moment of my life was the murder of 
 my father when I was 11,” Jolicoeur says in a soft, 
matter-of-fact voice.  
She* recalls things this way, like she’s reciting names and dates 
from a history textbook. She was born January 30, 1991. Her father 
was murdered in August 2002. She describes August 9, 2002, to 
January 15, 2003—the period between her father’s death and when 
the family finally escaped to the U.S.—as “the worst six months of 
my existence on this planet.” 
Jolicoeur was born in Haiti, into an upper-middle-class home, 
and grew up in a suburb of Port-au-Prince. Her mother was a vice 
principal at her academy, her father a CFO who railed against 
institutional corruption. “He was not one of the lucky ones who 
was able to exile from the country,” she says. “He was murdered by 
remnants of the regime.” 
Her father was killed during his morning jog. A group of men 
pulled up next to him in a car, got out, and began speaking to him. 
There was an argument. He tried to run away. They chased him, and 
shot him 16 times. (A few days later, the men who were hired to kill 
her father came to her house, looking for the family. They couldn’t 
get in, so the men shot out the windows instead.)
Jolicoeur was at a summer camp in the U.S. when her father died. 
She was quickly returned to Haiti, where her mother relayed the news. 
“It was so very painful,” Jolicoeur says. “There is still a wound inside 
my heart. He was a quiet individual, extremely brilliant, who had a 
lot of passion for education and was a strong believer in meritocracy. 
He was a brilliant man. My father was all about proof and logic in his 
decision-making. He was very into soccer and reading.”
B
“T
*In order to respect Jolicoeur, and for the sake of clarity, from this point on, I 
will refer to Alaine by her chosen name and with female pronouns, even when 
discussing events that occurred in the past.
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That January, a family lawyer telephoned Jolicoeur’s mother to 
say that, because of the difficult situation the country faced and 
continuing threats to the family, they needed to leave. “That was 
very difficult for my mom,” Jolicoeur says. “My parents had worked 
really hard. We had property, all these things. We just sort of lost it 
all and had to start from scratch.” 
They moved to Miami, where Jolicoeur’s aunt lived. In Haiti, 
Alaine had attended a Catholic boarding school. In Miami, it was a 
public middle and high school. It wasn’t always easy. 
Jolicoeur first suspected she was different at age 4. At 8, she found 
the entry for “homosexual” in an encyclopedia and thought, “Oh my 
God, this is me.” But that description was, in the end, inadequate. 
She dressed differently—eschewing “gender-appropriate” colors—
and played with dolls, feeling like a girl trapped in a boy’s body. 
“It’s a fundamental feeling,” Jolicoeur says. “Clearly, I’ve been lied 
to, lied to by society, by my own environment.”  
In 2003, Alaine came out as gay—to her school, not her family. 
“I suffered a lot for it,” Jolicoeur says. She took honors and AP 
classes to avoid contact with most of her peers. She participated 
in the school’s Gay-Straight Alliance. At home, though, she was 
living a completely different life. Being gay, much less transgender, 
was unthinkable. 
Alaine wouldn’t tell her family she was gay until her first year  
at Rollins. 
olicoeur’s journey of self-discovery—that trip to Washington, in 
which she realized that Mark was meant to be Alaine—would 
not have happened without the largesse of the Johnson Family 
Foundation, a nonprofit led by chairman Jim Johnson ’66 that has, 
over the years, doled out millions of dollars to LGBT causes.
“I realized that I’m not gay.
My gender is wrong.”
Every year since 2008, the Foundation has given Rollins about 
$20,000 to fund an LGBT summer internship program. Two 
students, chosen through a rigorous application process, spend a 
summer living on campus at American University in Washington, 
D.C., and interning for an LGBT group in the area. When they 
return to Rollins, they do what’s called a “give back” project—a 
way for them to share what they experienced in Washington. One 
student, for example, wrote a report about LGBT hiring practices 
on campus; another worked at the campus health center. Jolicoeur 
worked with the Office of Multicultural Affairs to form a panel 
discussion on diversity. (It was there that Jolicoeur first announced 
that she was transgender.)
The scholarship exists to give LGBT students a chance to see the 
world through a broader lens, giving them a better perspective on 
themselves. That was certainly the case with Jolicoeur. On May 7, 
2012, a few months before setting off on that fateful study-abroad 
trip to Switzerland, Jolicoeur wrote a letter to the Johnson Family 
Foundation describing her experience:
J
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I never imagined that this incredible opportunity to study and 
intern in Washington, D.C., would have been the answer and 
solution to the hardships I was facing. Since last summer after 
my LGBT advocacy internship, my life and the world around 
me have changed drastically. I remember after discovering what 
transgender was during my last few days in D.C. while I was 
getting ready to leave, I was in tears, because throughout my 
life I have always doubted my gender. I never knew that I was a 
transgender male and all this time the feelings that I was having 
of being in the wrong body were normal. … This experience 
allowed me to discover my transgender identity and taught me 
how to embrace my identity.
ollins wasn’t Jolicoeur’s first choice. She wanted to be a 
pilot and enrolled in an aeronautical school. But “the 
mixture was all wrong.” It was a very “macho” campus, and she was 
uncomfortable. An advisor there recommended she look at Rollins. 
Jolicoeur transferred to Rollins in the fall of 2010. The 
reception was “wonderful, 100 times better” than she got at the 
previous institution, both for Marc as a gay man and, later, Alaine 
as a trans woman. 
Jolicoeur, like many other first-year transfer students, stayed 
on campus that fall, in Sutton Apartments. Abby Prokop, associate 
director of residential life, was living there too. Jolicoeur fell in love 
with her dog, and the two became friends. When she decided to 
become Alaine, she called Prokop from Europe with the news. 
“I wasn’t shocked,” Prokop says. “Marc was comfortable dressing 
as a woman.” 
For the College—and for Prokop, who coordinates housing 
assignments—however, Marc becoming Alaine presented logistical 
challenges. Housing on campus was only single gender—males here, 
females there—so where would she fit in? What about Jolicoeur’s 
college records? She hadn’t legally changed her name to Alaine; 
doing so can cost hundreds of dollars. 
“While Alaine is the first [transgender student in the College 
of Arts & Sciences], it’s something that’s coming up a lot in higher 
education,” Prokop says. “It’s something we’ve been waiting for.” 
Since she came to Rollins more than four years ago, Prokop has 
been exploring the idea of gender-neutral housing, a place where 
students can pick their roommates without regard for gender. Last 
year, the Office of Residential Life began drafting a proposal. That 
plan was eventually approved, and the campus’ first gender-neutral 
housing opened in Sutton Apartments this fall. 
Thirty-two students—including Jolicoeur—have signed up. This 
isn’t specifically an LGBT facility, Prokop says. “Some are [LGBT]. 
R
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I wouldn’t even say it’s the majority.” Instead, it’s intended to allow 
all students to live on campus as comfortably as possible, meeting 
a need for “students who do not fit into current gender binary 
restrictions,” as the proposal put it. In addition, each apartment will 
have two private bathrooms, obviating the need for gender-neutral 
common area facilities. 
“As a college, you’re never 100 percent ready,” says Prokop. 
In recent years, the College has taken steps to make itself more 
inclusive—not just for Jolicoeur but also for the LGBT population 
as a whole. Gender-neutral housing was the most recent 
component. And while Rollins offers support networks for LGBT 
students as well as safe zone training and student organizations, 
homophobia (and transphobia) still persists at Rollins—and nearly 
everywhere else. 
hen I came back, it was different simply because I came 
back as Alaine,” Jolicoeur says. “I did not know what 
to expect. My appearance was different. My body was different.” 
Her friends, she found, were largely supportive. Some had more 
questions than others, but they were happy for her. “Everyone 
around me had to adjust to it,” she says. 
Her family, however, was another story. She came out to them 
as a woman in December. “My younger sister was my only support 
when I came out as Alaine,” Jolicoeur says. “As for my mother  
and brother, it is still taboo, and still a long process for them to 
adjust and understand my realities. I don’t know when they’ll 
come around.” 
Meanwhile, Jolicoeur has embarked on the process that 
will eventually make her a biological woman. It begins with 
psychological counseling before graduating to physical changes, 
including hormonal supplements, and eventually leading to sex-
reassignment surgery. She’s seeing a psychiatrist now, but the 
physical stuff will have to wait until after graduation. “You would 
not want to go through that as a student,” she explains. 
The next hurdle for Jolicoeur—a philosophy major with a double 
minor in women’s studies and French—will be, like other graduating 
seniors, finding employment. Only she’ll have to find a job in a 
world in which gender-identity discrimination is perfectly legal, and 
transgender people find themselves disproportionately unemployed. 
“I want not only to bring visibility to the trans issue,” Jolicoeur 
says, “but to remind people of the love and support Rollins offers as 
an institution. It’s far more than one can imagine. Sometimes the 
environment you get, the difference it makes—as a trans woman and 
a person of color—the importance of what the community offers, it’s 
just extremely powerful.” 
“Oh my God, this is me.”
“W
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A Primer 
on the 
Universe
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Kenneth Pestka II, 
assistant professor 
of physics, recommends 
five books for novices 
and experts interested in 
better understanding 
the cosmos. 
Reading ROOM
the stardust revolution:  
The New Story of Our Origin  
in the Stars
JacOb berkOwiTz
The Stardust Revolution is a modern-day 
tale of the cosmic processes that have 
shaped humanity. It provides a historical 
tour of the scientists and discoveries 
that helped connect the individual 
atoms and molecules that pervade the 
cosmos to the biological structures that 
make up all life on Earth. As carl Sagan 
once said, “We’re made of star-stuff. 
We are a way for the cosmos to know 
itself.” Berkowitz explains how this star-
stuff—produced by a myriad of stellar 
processes and churned in the interstellar 
medium—has reshaped the cosmic 
broth of Big Bang nucleosynthesis and 
ultimately led to individuals who are able 
to contemplate the nature of the cosmos. 
the Lives of stars
keN crOSwell
Appropriate for young children and 
adults, The Lives of Stars is filled with 
stunning images accompanied by 
detailed explanations of every major 
stage in the stellar life cycle, from 
gaseous planetary nebulae, brown 
dwarfs, and white dwarfs, to stars, 
giants, supergiants, variable stars, 
supernovae, and black holes. The Lives 
of Stars clearly illustrates the origin 
of elements—derived from the Big 
Bang or forged in the cores of stars 
and stellar explosions—that ultimately 
led to planetary formation and life. 
croswell also beautifully presents one of 
astronomers’ most powerful descriptive 
tools: the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram, 
which places dozens of our famous 
stellar neighbors in relation to their 
intrinsic brightness and temperature. 
Breathtaking images and impressively 
clear and complete explanations make 
this short book a joy to peruse and a 
must-read for any astronomy enthusiast.
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einstein’s Dream:  
The Search for a Unified  
Theory of the Universe
barry Parker
this book helped trigger my decision to 
become a physicist. And even though 
it was written more than 25 years 
ago, Einstein’s Dream still provides 
an unparalleled nonmathematical 
introduction to modern physics, 
cosmology, and the search for a 
theory of everything. Using Einstein’s 
ever-present historical influence as 
a backdrop, Einstein’s Dream lucidly 
conveys the most complex principles 
of physics—from Einstein’s seminal 
development of special and general 
relativity to quantum field theory—in 
a straightforward yet deeply insightful 
way. Along the way, Parker describes 
the history of competing scientific 
explanations and major controversies. 
Star death, warped space-time, black 
holes, as well as the birth and ultimate 
fate of the universe are all presented 
with an eye toward unraveling the 
greatest of mysteries: the ultimate laws 
that define existence.
reinventing Gravity:  
a Physicist Goes beyond einstein
JOhN w. MOffaT
the predominantly accepted model for 
the evolution of the cosmos is based 
on Einstein’s gravitational theory with 
cold dark matter and dark energy. 
In Reinventing Gravity, Moffat, the 
developer of the theory of modified 
gravity, argues that perhaps the search 
for dark matter and dark energy is much 
like the once-popular search for the 
nonexistent planet Vulcan (a theorized 
planet inside of Mercury’s orbit—not 
the home of Star Trek’s ever-logical 
Mr. Spock): a pursuit, based on an 
outdated model of gravity, that was 
destined to fail. Moffat recounts the 
history of cosmology and introduces 
several alternate theories of gravitation 
leading ultimately to his modified 
gravity (MoG) theory. Some predictions 
of MoG include the elimination of 
space-time singularities, such as those 
currently predicted at the center of 
black holes and at the very beginning 
of our universe during the Big Bang. 
Reinventing Gravity serves interested 
enthusiasts and scientists alike, but 
the style always remains readable, 
providing an excellent explanation 
of the possibilities beyond standard 
cosmological models.
Death by Black hole:  
and Other cosmic Quandaries
Neil deGraSSe TySON
Death by Black Hole runs the gamut 
of all things astrophysical. Director of 
the Hayden Planetarium and one of 
the great modern-day ambassadors 
of science, tyson fills this book’s 
pages with dozens of humorous and 
insightful essays. the essays follow a 
logical sequence but operate equally 
well when picked at random, and they 
provide clear explanations of asteroids, 
comets, black holes, galaxies, gamma-
ray bursts, and supernova explosions, 
many of which, as tyson notes, have 
the potential to place our species in 
peril. More than just a guide to cosmic 
oblivion, the essays highlight scientific 
discovery and its impact on modern 
culture (as well as the many places 
where it is woefully lacking), all the  
while remaining irreverent, funny,  
and enlightening. 
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Skin 
saver
by Mary Seymour ’80  |  photo by Sharon KayAlumni PROFILE
John is president and partner of 3Gen, a 
manufacturer of state-of-the-art dermatological 
products. The company is hot, thanks to its 
DermLite line of small, handheld devices that allow 
dermatologists to detect skin cancer and other lesions 
by sight. Their biggest seller right now is the DL3, 
a multifeature dermatoscope small enough to snap 
onto an iPhone.
DermLite’s success stems from sobering statistics: 
Skin cancer is the most common form of cancer in 
the United States. More than 2 million Americans are 
diagnosed annually, and one in five will develop skin 
cancer in the course of a lifetime.
“I’m incredibly proud to have built a company 
that’s changed how dermatologists practice medicine 
and saved many lives by detecting melanoma while 
it’s in treatable form,” John says.
For John, the road to success was paved with hard 
work. In fact, when asked to describe himself in five 
words, he chooses only one: hardworking.
John majored in biology at Rollins, where he 
met his wife, Lauri McIntosh ’82, then headed to 
New York City to work as a pharmaceutical rep. At 
night, he attended Pace University to get his MBA, 
with the end goal of running his own medical 
product business.
After a decade of selling electrosurgical 
instruments, John bought Geiger Medical 
Technologies in 1995. He and Lauri moved the 
company from New York to California and immersed 
themselves in the world of thermal cautery.
While working at a dermatology show in 1996, he 
met Nizar Mullani, a professor from The University 
of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center. Nizar signed 
on to help John design a circuit board for a new 
cautery device. An art student named Thorsten 
Trotzenberg agreed to design the packaging.
“While the three of us were working on the 
cautery project, Nizar showed us a device he’d been 
working on for many years,” John recalls. “He’d 
obtained some [National Institutes of Health] 
grants to develop a unique device for looking at skin 
lesions. We formed a new company to develop this 
technology in 1999.”
And so 3Gen was born. When the company 
introduced its first DermLite product at an 
American Academy of Dermatology meeting in 
2001, John and his partners left with enough orders 
to make the company profitable. “We’ve never 
looked back,” says John. 
The Today show has featured DermLite’s 
products, and Martha Stewart used a DL3 to check 
out her moles on air. In fact, this type of consumer 
body check is the wave of the future, as evidenced 
by DermLite products popping up on Amazon. 
“More and more patients will be imaging their 
John Bottjer ’81 has a way of getting 
under people’s skin. He’s not a pest, mind 
you. His propensity to focus on the dermal 
region is purely professional.
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John
Bottjer 
’81  
suspicious lesions and emailing them to physicians 
for analysis,” John says. “Currently this is limited to 
high-risk patients, but the trend is moving toward 
the general population.”
John and Lauri remain a tight business team, 
though she reduced her involvement in 3Gen after 
their daughter Kendall was born in 2000. Lauri, who 
earned her law degree after moving to California, 
helps 3Gen with all legal matters and serves as a 
sounding board for future strategy.
As president of 3Gen, John travels the world 
(more than half of DermLite’s business is outside the 
U.S.), making frequent presentations at dermatology 
shows. He treasures the time when he can relax at 
home—at least as much as a hardworking guy can 
relax. On weekends, he walks his dog on the beach, 
passing sun-worshipping tourists who may be in a 
dermatologist’s office someday. Odds are the doctor 
will be examining their skin with a DermLite device, 
and John’s work may just save their lives.
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PUTS THE
SCIENCES ON DISPLAY
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The Archibald Granville Bush Science Center (BSC) may have been built as a bomb shelter, but it 
has finally seen the light. Natural light, that is, and lots of it. The building went from having only 24 
windows to having 134—plus an additional 203 glass panels inside the building. And all that glass 
is for more than just aesthetics. It’s to showcase the sciences. It’s to break down the walls between 
disciplines. And, as President Lewis Duncan says, it’s to “change the perception of science as 
something that’s done in the basement to something that enhances society.” 
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ABOUT THE NEW BUSH 
SCIENCE CENTER
RANDOM
THINGS
WE LOVE
2
the Plants Are Local 
outside the building, Rollins facilities department has planted more than 15,000 new plants and 137 new trees. 
they’re all native Florida species, except for one: crape myrtles.
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stargazing on the roof 
the 1,500-square-foot astronomy pads on 
the second floor roof are designed solely for 
exploring the cosmos. the telescopes hook up 
to computers located in the basement, where 
students and faculty like astrophysicist chris 
Fuse can acquire detailed images of the galaxy. 
1
4
5
smoothies
the new café—
located on the first 
floor—offers fresh 
fruit smoothies. We’re 
digging names like 
tar Blue (banana, 
blueberry, raspberry, 
and blackberry), the 
Foxberry (blueberry, 
strawberry, and 
raspberry), and 
Mercedes Benz 
(pineapple, mango, 
blackberry, and 
blueberry). they’re the 
perfect in-between 
class pick-me-ups.
red Chairs
Each of the red and 
gray chairs in the 
atrium is made from 
100 percent recycled 
plastic bottles. 
Emeco, the chair’s 
manufacturer, worked 
with coca-cola to 
convert recycled PEt 
plastic into tough, 
scratch-resistant chairs 
intended for heavy-
duty use.
the views
the views of campus from 
BSc are stunning. From 
the atrium, you can watch 
the sunrise over the Annie 
and the chapel. And from 
student lounges on the 
second and third floors, 
students can study while 
keeping an eye on the 
activities happening on 
the Green.
6
Collaborative Atmosphere
In the old building, each discipline was relegated to its 
assigned floor. Physics, first floor. Biology, second floor. 
computer science, third floor. not anymore. A physicist 
can now be found sharing an office suite with a biologist. 
A chemist with a mathematician. It’s all part of the 
design to make the sciences more collaborative and to 
encourage creative connections.
3
To view a video from 
the bush Science 
center rededication 
ceremony, visit
rollins.edu/magazine.   
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Whiteboards
Want to have a spontaneous 
brainstorming session or work 
out an equation? BSc has 
you covered. classrooms and 
student spaces throughout the 
building feature floor-to-ceiling 
whiteboards. 
student spaces
the old joke about science majors never leaving the 
building? now they may not want to. the building 
has a slew of spaces just for students. From smaller 
spaces outfitted with flatscreen tVs to larger 
communal lounge areas, BSc is designed to make 
students feel at home.
Confocal microscope
A microscope is a microscope is a microscope, 
right? not when you put a confocal microscope on 
the campus of a liberal arts college. Sure, we have 
biologists using it to examine cells. But there’s also a 
physicist looking at the thermodynamics of proteins, 
an archaeologist determining a ceramic’s origin, a 
sculptor exploring cancer cells as an inspiration for 
his work, and a photographer using high resolution 
data samples as a way to explore composition.
7
8
9
10
Cypress trees
cypress trees do more 
than just bring part of 
Florida’s natural beauty 
to campus; they help with 
stormwater treatment. 
“We collect water, and we 
have to store it and allow 
it to percolate through the 
sandy soils and recharge 
the aquifer,” says Scott 
Bitikofer, director of 
facilities management. 
“they’re both drought 
tolerant and standing-
water tolerant, so for a 
retention pond where the 
water level is going to 
fluctuate, cypress trees 
are amazing.”
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The cornerstone protects memorabilia from the building’s original dedication in 1969, including photographs of 
Archibald Granville Bush and a flake of gold leaf paint from Apollo 8. Launched from Florida on December 21, 1968, 
Apollo 8 was the first manned spacecraft to leave Earth’s orbit, reach the moon, orbit it, and return safely to  
Earth. | Wernher von Braun, whose Saturn V rocket made the Apollo missions possible, was in attendance at the 
dedication and spoke as part of the 42nd annual Animated Magazine held two days later. “Two months ago, three 
astronauts rode the thrust of a Saturn V rocket from the coastline of Florida to begin the Apollo 8 mission that took 
them into lunar orbit and safely back to earth,” he said. “And before the end of 1969 American astronauts will set 
foot on the moon, achieving the national goal that was set forth by President John F. Kennedy in a message to the 
Congress on May 25, 1961.” | Read his entire speech, titled “Space Voyagers,” at rollins.edu/magazine.
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The Magic 
Touch
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Soon after Lucas Boyce ’12MBA graduated from high school, his adoptive 
mother, Dorothy—the woman who’d raised him (along with five adopted 
siblings and about 35 foster siblings)—asked him two simple questions: 
What do you want to do? How will you get there? 
Lucas knew the answer to the first. He wanted to work at the 
White House, fly on Air Force One, and work for the Chicago Bulls. 
None of those was likely. Lucas’ birth mom was an 18-year-
old drug addict and prostitute living in Independence, Missouri. 
African American kids born of such circumstances aren’t 
expected to succeed. But Dorothy Boyce wasn’t about to let those 
circumstances dictate Lucas’ destiny, and she’d instilled that notion 
in him since he was small. Within a decade, he’d achieved all three 
goals—mostly. He worked in the White House. He flew on Air 
Force One. He didn’t end up working for the Bulls—but since 2008, 
he’s been employed by the Orlando Magic.  
He elaborated on this in his memoir, Living Proof: From Foster Care 
to the White House and the NBA, published in 2011: “We’ve got to buy 
into what matters most; where we are going and the opportunity each 
of us have [sic] to shape our own destiny. Each of us were [sic] built 
for something more and I’m living proof of that fact.”
While attending the University of Central Missouri, Lucas 
was one of about 100 students nationwide to earn a White House 
internship—a résumé-building prize if ever there was one. He 
started a few months after 9/11, when the Bush White House 
was on war footing. But the president had other priorities too. In 
March 2002, the White House hosted an event on the South Lawn 
to promote USA Freedom Corps, a group designed to encourage 
community service. The photo op required volunteers, so White 
House staffers turned to their interns. Lucas was asked to trade his 
suit and tie for a T-shirt. 
He had no way of knowing that this would be a life-changing 
experience. The photo op was with President George W. Bush. The 
two struck up a conversation—about life, about golf, about the 
swingset the president’s daughters played on during his father’s 
tenure in the White House—and something about Lucas stuck 
with the president. The next day, he called Lucas’ boss to inquire 
about him. 
“That’s how I got my start,” Lucas says. When his internship 
ended, he returned to Missouri determined to finish his bachelor’s 
degree as quickly as possible and return to D.C. Lucas graduated 
on July 11, 2003, and was back in the White House a few days later, 
where he went to work on the president’s re-election campaign. 
After the election, he worked for the president’s inaugural 
committee, and from there transitioned to the vice president’s 
office. Later, he spent two years in the White House Office of Public 
Liaison and Intergovernmental Affairs, tasked with both African 
American and professional sports outreach. It was in that capacity 
that yet another door opened for him. 
At a White House event in September 2007, Lucas mentioned 
to a former basketball executive that he’d always wanted to 
work for an NBA team. That conversation led to Lucas leading 
a personal White House tour for, and eventually sending his 
résumé to, Joel Glass, the Orlando Magic’s vice president of 
communications. Eight months later, he was offered a job as 
director of community relations, multicultural insights, and 
government affairs, where he builds the team’s relationships with 
corporate partners and minorities in the community.
“Service in D.C., it’s really special,” Lucas says. “But I wanted 
to grow—to continue to get the education and experience that 
allows you to grow so you can go back as a press secretary or 
congressman or senator.”
Lucas’ decision to enroll in the Crummer Graduate School of 
Business was similarly future-minded. “The hope was [an MBA] 
would allow me to make the next step—to gain knowledge about 
business and servant leadership,” he says. 
There, too, he excelled. In fact, Cornell Professor of Management 
Ronald Piccolo ’99MBA says Lucas’ analysis of the Magic’s strategies 
and culture was the gold standard for that assignment. “If anything 
[in his background] would have helped him,” Piccolo says, “it might 
have been his time in the political arena. Him having that exposure 
and experience in terms of negotiation and politics and persuasion 
and understanding policy—that was evident.”
Today, Lucas concedes, while he’s an “influencer” in the 
community, he’s not content to stay where he is forever. He wants to 
be an “influencer of influencers,” he says. Given his history, there is 
no reason to think he won’t get there. 
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Lessons abound when a professor becomes a student of sorority life.
Like many women at Rollins, I joined a sorority during my first year. 
In most ways, my experience in the Greek system has been typical: 
I have a “big,” I participate in service projects and chapter events, 
and I attend all the crush parties and formals. The only difference 
between me and the rest of the members of my pledge class is that 
when I joined Alpha Omicron Pi (AOII) in the spring of 2011, I wasn’t 
an 18-year-old freshman but a 30-something college professor.
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hose aren’t the only reasons 
why I am the last person you 
would expect to find hanging out 
at a sorority house—I am also a 
soccer mom who embodies all of 
my genre’s stereotypes: My purse 
is littered with candy wrappers 
and arcade tokens; I know the 
location of every McDonald’s 
PlayPlace in the greater Orlando 
area; and, on school nights, I 
am in bed by nine. As one of my former students wryly put it, my 
personal life is where fun goes to die.
While the unlikelihood of my sorority membership makes for 
a good chuckle, the irony of it is precisely why it works. When I 
roll into the sorority house in my snazziest pair of mom jeans, no 
one accuses me of trying to be 19 again. And when I ask what’s up 
with the monogrammed pins, finger snapping, recruitment skits, 
and excessive use of glitter, everyone knows that I’m not pretending 
to be stupid—I really am that clueless. I did my undergraduate 
work at a university without a Greek system. The upside is that my 
ignorance of fraternity and sorority culture renders me completely 
nonthreatening. While I run the show in my classroom, I am clearly 
the student in the sorority house. Needless to say, this role reversal 
has given rise to circumstances that bear all the trappings of a 
television sitcom.
Of course, I didn’t come to Rollins desiring to hone in on 
my students’ extracurricular activities. My interest in sororities 
stemmed from an unexpected surge in one of the most primal of 
human emotions: jealousy. As a new assistant professor, the first 
thing I noticed about Rollins students was how much of their 
personal property was embossed with Greek letters. Fraternities 
and sororities are a big deal on campus, but I wondered what 
exactly about it is so appealing that it attracts a whopping 35 
percent of the student body at Rollins—especially when 10 
percent is the national average.
As a teacher of medieval British literature (a subject that doesn’t 
exactly sell itself to the masses), I couldn’t help but fantasize about 
a world in which 35 percent of the Rollins student body clamored 
to study Beowulf and Chaucer. After one particularly rocky class 
during which half of my students basically confessed that they 
would rather guzzle rat poison than read another poem written in 
Middle English, the horrible truth dawned on me: The problem 
wasn’t with my students; it was with me. I couldn’t expect my 
students to care about something that was important to me if I 
didn’t show any interest in what mattered to them.
That’s when I decided to become fraternity and sorority life’s 
biggest faculty fan. 
Unfortunately, I am pretty sure that is also how I introduced 
myself to the sorority member who I encountered in the basement 
of Olin Library one evening. The woman—who was using a laptop 
with an AOII sticker plastered across the front—did not see me 
coming until it was too late. Monica would tell me later that she 
found it slightly weird when I slid into the chair across the table 
from her and began asking her the same set of questions that one 
would pose to a spaceship full of aliens: Where did you come from? 
How many of you are there? What do you want? 
Fortunately, Monica was able to overlook my lack of social 
grace. The two-hour conversation that followed culminated 
with an invitation to attend one of her sorority’s upcoming 
chapter meetings. My attendance at that meeting—and several 
other chapter events in subsequent weeks—led to an invitation 
that took me by surprise. The Rollins chapter of AOII had 
solicited and received formal approval from their national 
headquarters to initiate me as an alumna member of their 
organization. Usually, these kinds of membership requests are 
processed by a local alumni chapter of the sorority, but since 
I was affiliated with Rollins and knew so many of its active 
collegiate members, I had been given special permission to join 
the chapter’s current pledge class. 
“Are you in?” she asked. 
Once I stopped laughing, I realized that she was serious. As I 
weighed the choice before me, I found myself hovering between 
thinking “Why in the world would I do this?” and “Why not?” 
Ultimately, I was swayed to acceptance by a combination of 
burning curiosity and the faint hope that some of Rollins’ 
undergraduate population would be inspired to step out of their 
academic comfort zones if they saw me orbiting so far outside of 
my own social universe.
“Despite what you think, joining a sorority is not all fun and games,” 
Monica warned. I didn’t know what she was talking about until the 
next morning, when she dropped a 3-inch binder on my desk. 
“What’s this?” I asked, casually flipping through the pages. 
Monica explained that before any woman is eligible to join a 
sorority, she has to learn about the organization’s history, values, 
and traditions. What she had given me was a study guide that 
would help me prepare for a sorority entrance exam. 
At the mention of the word “exam,” I grimaced. One of the 
things I have learned since becoming a professor is that I like 
administering exams significantly more than I like taking them. 
Monica, as it turned out, was not interested in my personal 
preferences or my excuses. 
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“But I didn’t have time to study! I had a gazillion midterms to 
grade,” I whined after failing the pretest a few weeks later. 
Monica rolled her eyes and slid the study guide across the table. 
“I can’t help you if you don’t help yourself,” she said smugly. The 
pithy saying struck me as vaguely familiar. Later that evening, I 
remembered it was something that I say all the time to students who 
don’t put enough time and attention into my course assignments.
It’s slightly awkward, being schooled by a student. 
Sadly, it wasn’t the last time I dropped the ball. I was so worried 
about passing the exam (which I did, eventually) that I completely 
forgot that I needed a solid white dress for the initiation ceremony. 
What I pulled together (I’ll spare you the details, but in my 
defense, what mother of small children owns anything white?) 
is probably why Monica insisted on previewing my dress for the 
spring formal. 
It is also why, after bringing my husband as my date/co-
chaperone, women started finding their way to my office when 
they needed to be reminded of the kind of romantic relationships 
they deserve. The college years are a wonderful, magical time 
when things begin to gel; but as we all know, before one’s life 
comes together, it usually falls apart. Having cultivated a trusting 
relationship with so many sorority women outside the classroom 
means that I can often help them muster the confidence necessary 
to ward off disaster before it strikes. These many inspiring—and 
sometimes heartbreaking—mentoring experiences have changed 
fundamentally the way I see my role as a teacher and serve as  
a poignant reminder that the most important work any of us  
will perform in our careers is often that which lies outside of our  
job descriptions.
An additional benefit of attracting so many people to my office 
is that they can’t help but see the inherent coolness of my collection 
of medieval artifacts. I’m thrilled to report that conversations 
about rat poison are on the decline. 
One of the unexpected but happy gifts of joining a sorority is 
that it has provided me with a more nuanced perspective of my 
field. After going through the sorority initiation process, I now 
have a relevant vocabulary to assign to the relationship between 
Portia and Nerissa in The Merchant of Venice. Similarly, watching 
half a dozen women ditch their dates in order to spend their 
senior formal comforting a distraught sister in a hotel bathroom 
goes a long way in explaining why many medieval nunneries had 
extensive waiting lists. 
I graduated from college at 19, was married at 20, and spawned 
half a basketball team before graduating from young adulthood. As 
a result, I will probably always be slightly traumatized by some of 
the things that fall under the rubric of the typical college experience. 
However, what has surprised me the most about the sorority 
experience is the strength of the bond between its sisters, a bond 
from which I naively assumed I would be excluded because of my 
age, my profession, and my personal history. 
week or so after I 
passed the dreaded 
sorority test, I arrived 
on campus to find 
a mysterious basket 
outside my office door. 
Unsure if it was meant 
for me, I didn’t touch it 
for half a day. 
When my curiosity 
became unmanageable, I brought the basket inside my office 
and lined up its contents on top of my desk. It was obviously a 
themed basket, but based on its contents—some 20,000 calories 
worth of edible goodies—it was hard to tell if the giver really 
liked me or wanted me dead. The answer came in the form of a 
sorority sister, who popped her head around my door. “It’s from 
your big,” she explained. 
In sorority culture, family trees are formed by generations of 
veteran sorority members (“big sisters” or “bigs”) and new members 
(“little sisters” or “littles”). The role of bigs is to serve as stewards 
over new members and help shepherd them through the highs and 
lows of the collegiate experience. In their ideal form, a big is her 
little’s leader, mentor, teacher, counselor, ally, and most fierce and 
loyal advocate. 
As I reflect upon my sorority family, my thoughts turn to my 
own daughter, who, at the age of 10, is bound up in that nasty strain 
of prepubescent drama in which one can never be pretty, smart, 
or cool enough. As I watch her struggle, I have thought more than 
once that what she needs is a sorority and, particularly, a big who 
will see her differences as strengths, not liabilities. Every woman, 
regardless of her age or position in life, needs a friend like that—one 
who will lift you as she climbs, one who will read you the riot act for 
not studying for the sorority entrance exam but then spend hours 
afterward tutoring you in the campus center. 
Monica has done something more important than showing me 
the ropes of AOII; she has offered me her unconditional acceptance 
and support. There are not many people who would claim a middle-
aged mom/college professor as her little, but Monica shows me 
off like a trophy. These kinds of acts of love lie at the heart of the 
sorority experience at Rollins. 
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If you want a glimpse into the 
world of real-life forensic science, 
don’t bother watching CSI. At 
least, that’s the advice of Brenda 
Barron Christy ’98, principal 
forensic scientist for the Virginia 
Department of Forensic Science 
(DFS). The world of a real forensic 
scientist isn’t quite so glamorous.
But That’s not to say it’s boring; far from it. While it might take 
hours for Brenda to conduct tests on a crime scene sample—unlike 
the five minutes it takes her television counterparts—the results 
she produces are no less dramatic. They solve cases, implicate the 
correct perpetrator(s), and produce justice. (Cue theme music.) 
All joking aside, Brenda has spent the last 13 years at the DFS 
in Norfolk peeling back the layers of evidence. “I work in the trace 
evidence section, where I examine fire debris, paints, plastics, 
lamp filaments, fracture matches, and [conduct] general chemical 
exams such as bank dyes, acids, bases, and anything else chemistry 
related,” she says.
The path to forensic science became clear to Brenda while 
she attended Rollins as a chemistry major. In addition to an 
internship at the Orange County Sheriff ’s Office crime lab, 
Brenda also interned with the FBI in Washington, D.C., where 
she performed research in the latent fingerprint lab. “I went to 
Rollins because I thought I would want to go to medical school, 
but I quickly discovered that I didn’t enjoy biology but loved 
chemistry,” Brenda says. 
It’s also kismet that she grew up next door to Jim McNamara 
’81MSCJ, who at the time was director of the Florida Department of 
Law Enforcement’s Orlando crime lab. “He helped me with my high 
school science fair project on forensic differences between identical 
twins. I’m sure he didn’t know he was helping me choose my career 
path at the same time.”
Later, Brenda got her forensic science master’s degree at 
Virginia Commonwealth University, where she spent nights in the 
Richmond crime lab studying with forensic scientists. In 1999, she 
started working at the Virginia DFS and now does trace evidence 
testing for approximately 150 criminal cases each year. Those tests 
yield reports that may result in her court testimony but may also 
result in a guilty plea without the need for a trial. Scientific evidence 
can be pretty irrefutable. 
Brenda will tell you that there’s a lot of satisfaction in this line 
of work, including the fact that her science-based conclusions 
often help law enforcement narrow an investigation. “There was a 
pedestrian hit-and-run case a few years ago … and the police had 
no leads whatsoever,” Brenda says. “So they brought the victim’s 
clothing to me and I recovered automotive paint and was able to 
by Kristen Manieri   |  photo by Chris BollingAlumni PROFILE
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tell them exactly what make, model, and color of car to look for. 
They found it 40 minutes later. That was very memorable for me, 
and it really reinforced that what I do actually helps solve cases.” 
Conversely, she says, her work has vindicated people of crimes. 
Here’s another way that Brenda’s job differs from CSI: She 
doesn’t visit crime scenes; her work is done exclusively inside her 
lab and at her computer. “I work regular office hours, I’m not on 
call, I never sit down with a suspect, and I rarely go to the morgue.” 
If she can avoid it, she doesn’t like to see gruesome crime scene 
photos. “[Forensic scientists] don’t know a lot about the crime that’s 
occurred, just what we need to know in order to do the examination 
appropriately,” Brenda says. 
Brenda Barron 
Christy 
’98
“The science is unbiased, which means we need to know very little 
about the crime and law enforcement’s perspective of it to do our work. 
I don’t need to know what bank the suspect robbed, his name, or how 
much money he took. I just need to know to look for bank dye on his 
shoes,” she says. “Scientists by nature are unbiased people. You follow 
the facts, and if you can’t prove that it’s there, you can’t make up the 
evidence. You can only prove based on what you have.”
To learn more about the work of a forensic scientist, check out the 
video of brenda on candid career. 
rollins.edu/magazine
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Last august, in a hostel in Switzerland, Marc 
became Alaine. 
It was, in one sense, a spontaneous decision, but 
not one made in haste. By that point, Marc Alain 
Jolicoeur ’14 had been wrestling with it for a year. 
He’d been living as a gay man for almost a decade, 
since middle school in Miami. And like lots of 
gay teenagers, he’d caught hell for it, both in high 
school and at the aeronautical college he attended 
for a year before transferring to Rollins. But he’d 
persevered, and had made a home and friends at 
Rollins—friends who were accepting of who he was, 
more so than even his own family. 
But something was off. 
Jolicoeur had spent the previous summer 
interning in Washington, D.C., for the National 
Gay & Lesbian Chamber of Commerce. There, for 
the first time, he found himself in a place where 
his sexual orientation was more than tolerated; it 
was embraced and encouraged. But still, the pieces 
weren’t falling into place.
Jolicoeur recalls walking to the Lincoln 
Memorial early one morning when no one was 
there. He looked up at the massive, white marble 
statue and wondered aloud, “Why can’t I find 
myself?” His echo was the only response.
Toward the end of that summer, Marc came to 
a realization that would forever change his life: He 
wasn’t supposed to be a gay man. He wasn’t supposed 
to be a man at all. Marc had long felt out of place in 
his own skin—his hormones and genitalia didn’t 
match the person he was inside. It was only there in 
Washington, surrounded by activists and allies, that 
Marc was finally able to pinpoint who he was. 
“I realized that I’m not gay. My gender is wrong,” 
Jolicoeur says. “I knew that I was transgender. But I 
couldn’t find a word for it.” 
It was a defining moment in Jolicoeur’s life, 
but it was just the beginning. He spent the next 
eight months trying to figure out what it meant. 
He read the bestseller She’s Not There, which 
chronicles author Jennifer Finney Boylan’s 
AlaineBecoming
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transition from man to woman, and scoured the Internet, 
especially the popular blog Planet Transgender. In October 2011, 
Jolicoeur announced at a campus forum that he was transgender. 
In the summer of 2012, he interned at a local department store, 
where, on account of his pullover sweaters and pulled-back hair, 
customers would call him “miss,” and he delighted in their error. 
But that final hurdle—actually changing his name, actually living 
as a woman—seemed insurmountable at the time.
“Nothing was final until I left for Switzerland,” Jolicoeur says. 
He went there as part of a study-abroad program last fall. Before 
Switzerland, he stopped in Madrid, where one day he went to use 
a restroom, only to be told he was in the wrong one. The women’s 
bathroom was down the hall. Marc wasn’t wearing women’s 
clothing—just a cardigan, jeans, and a tank top. But he looked, as 
he puts it, “gender ambiguous.” Similar misunderstandings had 
happened before. 
Nonetheless, it triggered a deep depression—an internal, 
psychological crisis. And then, on August 22, Marc arrived at that 
hostel in Switzerland. A concierge was there handing out keys to the 
rooms, which were segregated into boys and girls. Marc got a key to 
a boys’ room, but then the concierge looked at him again. Marc was 
tired and disheveled, and had spent much of the summer depressed, 
ever since that bathroom incident in Spain. His hair was swept in 
front of his eyes.  
“I’m sorry, miss,” the man said. “I’ve given you the wrong key.” 
He handed Marc a key to a girls’ room. 
Marc froze, but just for a second. He took the key, said thank 
you, and became Alaine.  
And when Alaine came back to college this January, she did so as 
the College of Arts & Sciences’ first openly transgender student. 
efore we go further, a quick word about the nomenclature 
of gender identity is in order. The term “transgender” is 
something of an umbrella, encompassing groups of individuals 
who often don’t adhere to binary gender norms. Included are 
transsexuals—those, like Alaine Jolicoeur, who identify with the 
gender opposite that of their birth, whether they’ve gone through sex 
reassignment surgery or not.
Here’s the other thing: The term “transgender” is commonly 
lumped in with the designations lesbian, gay, and bisexual—as in 
the acronym LGBT—but unlike those categories, it has nothing 
to do with sexual orientation. Trans people can be gay, straight, 
bisexual, or asexual. Rather, “trans” describes gender identity, 
which is not about sexuality at all, but about one’s internal sense  
of being a man or a woman. 
For all the progress gays and lesbians have made in recent 
decades, transgender people often remain outsiders among 
outsiders, experiencing extreme discrimination. In 33 states, 
including Florida, transgender people can be legally fired for no 
reason other than their gender identity. (In 29 states, also including 
Florida, the same goes for gays and lesbians.) In 2007, when 
the U.S. House of Representatives first passed the Employment 
Non-Discrimination Act, House Democrats stripped the bill of 
protections for transgender people before bringing it to a vote. (The 
bill passed the House but failed in the Senate.) 
The statistics for transgender people are daunting: 90 percent 
report experiencing harassment or mistreatment on the job, and 
nearly 20 percent have been or are currently homeless. 
 “In the back of my mind there was fear,” Jolicoeur says of 
her decision to live as a woman. We were talking the day the U.S. 
Supreme Court struck down a key part of the Defense of Marriage 
Act, in essence granting married gays and lesbians the same federal 
rights as married opposite-sex couples. She was thrilled with the 
ruling, but also aware that even as the LGB cause advances, the T’s 
remain among the most marginalized groups in society. 
he defining moment of my life was the murder of 
 my father when I was 11,” Jolicoeur says in a soft, 
matter-of-fact voice.  
She* recalls things this way, like she’s reciting names and dates 
from a history textbook. She was born January 30, 1991. Her father 
was murdered in August 2002. She describes August 9, 2002, to 
January 15, 2003—the period between her father’s death and when 
the family finally escaped to the U.S.—as “the worst six months of 
my existence on this planet.” 
Jolicoeur was born in Haiti, into an upper-middle-class home, 
and grew up in a suburb of Port-au-Prince. Her mother was a vice 
principal at her academy, her father a CFO who railed against 
institutional corruption. “He was not one of the lucky ones who 
was able to exile from the country,” she says. “He was murdered by 
remnants of the regime.” 
Her father was killed during his morning jog. A group of men 
pulled up next to him in a car, got out, and began speaking to him. 
There was an argument. He tried to run away. They chased him, and 
shot him 16 times. (A few days later, the men who were hired to kill 
her father came to her house, looking for the family. They couldn’t 
get in, so the men shot out the windows instead.)
Jolicoeur was at a summer camp in the U.S. when her father died. 
She was quickly returned to Haiti, where her mother relayed the news. 
“It was so very painful,” Jolicoeur says. “There is still a wound inside 
my heart. He was a quiet individual, extremely brilliant, who had a 
lot of passion for education and was a strong believer in meritocracy. 
He was a brilliant man. My father was all about proof and logic in his 
decision-making. He was very into soccer and reading.”
B
“T
*In order to respect Jolicoeur, and for the sake of clarity, from this point on, I 
will refer to Alaine by her chosen name and with female pronouns, even when 
discussing events that occurred in the past.
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That January, a family lawyer telephoned Jolicoeur’s mother to 
say that, because of the difficult situation the country faced and 
continuing threats to the family, they needed to leave. “That was 
very difficult for my mom,” Jolicoeur says. “My parents had worked 
really hard. We had property, all these things. We just sort of lost it 
all and had to start from scratch.” 
They moved to Miami, where Jolicoeur’s aunt lived. In Haiti, 
Alaine had attended a Catholic boarding school. In Miami, it was a 
public middle and high school. It wasn’t always easy. 
Jolicoeur first suspected she was different at age 4. At 8, she found 
the entry for “homosexual” in an encyclopedia and thought, “Oh my 
God, this is me.” But that description was, in the end, inadequate. 
She dressed differently—eschewing “gender-appropriate” colors—
and played with dolls, feeling like a girl trapped in a boy’s body. 
“It’s a fundamental feeling,” Jolicoeur says. “Clearly, I’ve been lied 
to, lied to by society, by my own environment.”  
In 2003, Alaine came out as gay—to her school, not her family. 
“I suffered a lot for it,” Jolicoeur says. She took honors and AP 
classes to avoid contact with most of her peers. She participated 
in the school’s Gay-Straight Alliance. At home, though, she was 
living a completely different life. Being gay, much less transgender, 
was unthinkable. 
Alaine wouldn’t tell her family she was gay until her first year  
at Rollins. 
olicoeur’s journey of self-discovery—that trip to Washington, in 
which she realized that Mark was meant to be Alaine—would 
not have happened without the largesse of the Johnson Family 
Foundation, a nonprofit led by chairman Jim Johnson ’66 that has, 
over the years, doled out millions of dollars to LGBT causes.
“I realized that I’m not gay.
My gender is wrong.”
Every year since 2008, the Foundation has given Rollins about 
$20,000 to fund an LGBT summer internship program. Two 
students, chosen through a rigorous application process, spend a 
summer living on campus at American University in Washington, 
D.C., and interning for an LGBT group in the area. When they 
return to Rollins, they do what’s called a “give back” project—a 
way for them to share what they experienced in Washington. One 
student, for example, wrote a report about LGBT hiring practices 
on campus; another worked at the campus health center. Jolicoeur 
worked with the Office of Multicultural Affairs to form a panel 
discussion on diversity. (It was there that Jolicoeur first announced 
that she was transgender.)
The scholarship exists to give LGBT students a chance to see the 
world through a broader lens, giving them a better perspective on 
themselves. That was certainly the case with Jolicoeur. On May 7, 
2012, a few months before setting off on that fateful study-abroad 
trip to Switzerland, Jolicoeur wrote a letter to the Johnson Family 
Foundation describing her experience:
J
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I never imagined that this incredible opportunity to study and 
intern in Washington, D.C., would have been the answer and 
solution to the hardships I was facing. Since last summer after 
my LGBT advocacy internship, my life and the world around 
me have changed drastically. I remember after discovering what 
transgender was during my last few days in D.C. while I was 
getting ready to leave, I was in tears, because throughout my 
life I have always doubted my gender. I never knew that I was a 
transgender male and all this time the feelings that I was having 
of being in the wrong body were normal. … This experience 
allowed me to discover my transgender identity and taught me 
how to embrace my identity.
ollins wasn’t Jolicoeur’s first choice. She wanted to be a 
pilot and enrolled in an aeronautical school. But “the 
mixture was all wrong.” It was a very “macho” campus, and she was 
uncomfortable. An advisor there recommended she look at Rollins. 
Jolicoeur transferred to Rollins in the fall of 2010. The 
reception was “wonderful, 100 times better” than she got at the 
previous institution, both for Marc as a gay man and, later, Alaine 
as a trans woman. 
Jolicoeur, like many other first-year transfer students, stayed 
on campus that fall, in Sutton Apartments. Abby Prokop, associate 
director of residential life, was living there too. Jolicoeur fell in love 
with her dog, and the two became friends. When she decided to 
become Alaine, she called Prokop from Europe with the news. 
“I wasn’t shocked,” Prokop says. “Marc was comfortable dressing 
as a woman.” 
For the College—and for Prokop, who coordinates housing 
assignments—however, Marc becoming Alaine presented logistical 
challenges. Housing on campus was only single gender—males here, 
females there—so where would she fit in? What about Jolicoeur’s 
college records? She hadn’t legally changed her name to Alaine; 
doing so can cost hundreds of dollars. 
“While Alaine is the first [transgender student in the College 
of Arts & Sciences], it’s something that’s coming up a lot in higher 
education,” Prokop says. “It’s something we’ve been waiting for.” 
Since she came to Rollins more than four years ago, Prokop has 
been exploring the idea of gender-neutral housing, a place where 
students can pick their roommates without regard for gender. Last 
year, the Office of Residential Life began drafting a proposal. That 
plan was eventually approved, and the campus’ first gender-neutral 
housing opened in Sutton Apartments this fall. 
Thirty-two students—including Jolicoeur—have signed up. This 
isn’t specifically an LGBT facility, Prokop says. “Some are [LGBT]. 
R
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I wouldn’t even say it’s the majority.” Instead, it’s intended to allow 
all students to live on campus as comfortably as possible, meeting 
a need for “students who do not fit into current gender binary 
restrictions,” as the proposal put it. In addition, each apartment will 
have two private bathrooms, obviating the need for gender-neutral 
common area facilities. 
“As a college, you’re never 100 percent ready,” says Prokop. 
In recent years, the College has taken steps to make itself more 
inclusive—not just for Jolicoeur but also for the LGBT population 
as a whole. Gender-neutral housing was the most recent 
component. And while Rollins offers support networks for LGBT 
students as well as safe zone training and student organizations, 
homophobia (and transphobia) still persists at Rollins—and nearly 
everywhere else. 
hen I came back, it was different simply because I came 
back as Alaine,” Jolicoeur says. “I did not know what 
to expect. My appearance was different. My body was different.” 
Her friends, she found, were largely supportive. Some had more 
questions than others, but they were happy for her. “Everyone 
around me had to adjust to it,” she says. 
Her family, however, was another story. She came out to them 
as a woman in December. “My younger sister was my only support 
when I came out as Alaine,” Jolicoeur says. “As for my mother  
and brother, it is still taboo, and still a long process for them to 
adjust and understand my realities. I don’t know when they’ll 
come around.” 
Meanwhile, Jolicoeur has embarked on the process that 
will eventually make her a biological woman. It begins with 
psychological counseling before graduating to physical changes, 
including hormonal supplements, and eventually leading to sex-
reassignment surgery. She’s seeing a psychiatrist now, but the 
physical stuff will have to wait until after graduation. “You would 
not want to go through that as a student,” she explains. 
The next hurdle for Jolicoeur—a philosophy major with a double 
minor in women’s studies and French—will be, like other graduating 
seniors, finding employment. Only she’ll have to find a job in a 
world in which gender-identity discrimination is perfectly legal, and 
transgender people find themselves disproportionately unemployed. 
“I want not only to bring visibility to the trans issue,” Jolicoeur 
says, “but to remind people of the love and support Rollins offers as 
an institution. It’s far more than one can imagine. Sometimes the 
environment you get, the difference it makes—as a trans woman and 
a person of color—the importance of what the community offers, it’s 
just extremely powerful.” 
“Oh my God, this is me.”
“W
Interdisciplinary floor plan
104,000 square feet 
1,500-square-foot astronomy pad
32 student areas
18 student-faculty lounges
15 classrooms
34 labs
2 man-made ponds for water filtration
7,500 square feet of research lab space
203 interior windows 
3-story Rice Family Atrium
More than 15,000 new plants
137 new trees
134 exterior windows 
U.S. Green Building Council– 
LEED Certified Silver
Chemistry super lab
Campus’ primary emergency shelter
Café
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